DATA SHEET
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS



Quillix Server 4.2 or higher

MuWave Route QSX
®

DESCRIPTION
MuWave® Route QSX is a Quillix™ Server extension (QSX) that provides advanced routing, database
lookups, and email capabilities to Quillix. Routing decisions may be made based on Quillix index values, other Quillix batch or document information, information based on database values or by calling a
custom COM object. MuWave Route can populate a Quillix index based upon the route that was selected. In addition, a built-in Visual Basic scripting interface allows advanced routing decisions and
other operations to be performed.

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE:

ADVANCED ROUTING IN A QUILLIX WORKFLOW:
MuWave Route QSX provides advanced routing in Quillix batch and document workflows. Routing decisions may be
made by evaluating all of the information that is available for the batch
or document. In addition, database lookups may be used to determine the path that will be selected in the workflow.
Advanced email capabilities provide an easy method for notifying
users or administrators of exception conditions. The emails may be sent to the original user who scanned the batch
or to a list of other individuals and may include the original set of images or a PDF containing all of the pages.

FEATURES:













Provides both simple and advanced routing based on status, batch or document information, user input or
database values.
Configurable and dynamic email capabilities.
Advanced routing available via MuWave Script (Visual Basic).
Automated email addressing to original user who scanned batch.
Automated batch/document/image email attachment.
PDF (image only) conversion option of email attachments .
Option to reduce / restore number of images in a batch.
Backup at the case level including batch .xml.
Provides database interaction though GUI and scripting.
Integrates MuWave Reports for progress and metrics tracking.
Supports SMTP and Exchange/MAPI mailboxes. Requires MS Office Outlook 2010 for MAPI.
E-mail feature allows customization of message subject, message body, and message recipient through pull
down menus or through VB scripting.

EASY SETUP AND CONFIGURATION:
MuWave Route is easy to install and configure on a Quillix server. Once installed the product is simply
dropped onto a workflow and then the list of possible routes are defined along with the email and other
options. MuWave Route can populate a Quillix index based on the route that was selected so that the path
taken through a workflow may be recorded.
Configuration settings may be specified using simple pull-down menus. Clicking a button converts the
setting into an easily customized Visual Basic script. Both the pull down menus
and the advanced Visual Basic scripts provide access to all information in Quillix including all of the Quillix
document and batch indexes, information about the server, dates, times, etc. In addition, full database
support is provided, enabling easy lookup of additional database information.
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